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Welcome to the ultimate farm and urban simulator! EXPLORE wild Alaska territory along with the valiant Kate and the adventures of the savvy Paul. Build a strong and thriving farm and city in the wild. This simulator game has it all!
BUILD a thriving city with factories and farms, mines for resources and crafts are
all you need for travel, quests, new buildings and orders from locals dropping on your town. FARM simulation in the wild! Raise the animals and harvest crops, make food for yourself and trade. COMPETE with neighboring farm owners - take as many ships and farm orders as you can during time-lapse events held
among all the players in the simulation game! ✅ unlock challenging quests! Help explorers Kate and Paul solve mysteries and build ancient ruins in every town or village they travel to. PLAY fun mini-games on your farm and elsewhere! ENJOY breathtaking scenery and scenery of different locations! Every corner of
your small northern town is overflowing with wonders of nature and history!
MEET outstanding game characters and hear their compelling stories during your journey from one city to another! The Wild Lands of Alaska hide many exciting adventures. Enjoy the best Klondike simulator! Shop in mazes, costume
party, marathon, and the final part of Chapter 12.MAZES- Octopuss dragged chests of pearls to the bottom! Hurry to the submarine! HALLOWEEN- Costume party, magic show, and delicious snacks! You're invited, too! DREAM REALM- The Dreamer is already waiting for our heroes in his dungeon. Come with us, it's
always better together! AUTUMN MARATHON- Who will collect more chests and become the owner of a new energy source? We'll find out very soon! Klondike Adventures 1.80.1 Description of Klondike Adventures (Package Title: com.vizorapps.klondike) designed by VIOR APPS LTD. and the latest version of Klondike
Adventures 1.80.1 was updated on October 7, 2020. Klondike Adventures is in the Simulation category with the Horizontal Screen feature. You can check out all apps from developer Klondike Adventures and find 79 alternative apps for Klondike Adventures on Android. Currently, this app is free. This app can be
downloaded on Android 4.4 on APKFab or Google Play. All APK/XAPK files are APKFab.com original and are 100% safe when downloaded quickly. Welcome to the ultimate farm and urban simulator! EXPLORE wild Alaska territory along with the valiant Kate and the adventures of the savvy Paul. Build a strong and
thriving farm and city in the wild. This simulator game has it all!
BUILD a thriving city with factories and farms, mines for resources and crafts are all you need for travel, quests, new buildings and orders from locals dropping on your town. FARM simulation in the wild! Animals and harvest, make food for yourself
and trade. trade. With neighboring farm owners - take as many orders for crafts and farms as you can during time-time events held among all the players of the simulator game! ✅ unlock challenging quests! Help explorers Kate and Paul solve mysteries and build ancient ruins in every town or village they travel to.
PLAY fun mini-games on your farm and elsewhere! ENJOY breathtaking scenery and scenery of different locations! Every corner of your small northern town is overflowing with wonders of nature and history!
MEET outstanding game characters and hear their compelling stories during your journey from one city
to another! The Wild Lands of Alaska hide many exciting adventures. Enjoy the best Klondike simulator! Klondike Adventures 1.80.1 Upgrade Go to Silver Mines and travel through dreams! SILVER MINES- Changing course: Silver is the new gold! Go to the mines with Paul and Kate! - Missed inventions? The
bronze wheel is already on sale! Chapter 12 CONTINUED AND MARATHON: - Take a walk through your dreams with Silent Shadow and look for clues from the past! - Collect all the chests on your way in our revamped marathon! More Welcome to the Ultimate Farm and City Simulator! EXPLORE Wild Territories of
Alaska along with the valiant Kate and the adventurous savvy Paul. Build a strong and thriving farm and city in the wild. This simulator game has it all!
BUILD a thriving city with factories and farms, mines for resources and crafts are all you need for travel, quests, new buildings and orders from locals dropping on
your town. FARM simulation in the wild! Raise the animals and harvest crops, make food for yourself and trade. COMPETE with neighboring farm owners - take as many ships and farm orders as you can during time-lapse events held among all the players in the simulation game! ✅ unlock challenging quests! Help
explorers Kate and Paul solve mysteries and build ancient ruins in every town or village they travel to. PLAY fun mini-games on your farm and elsewhere! ENJOY breathtaking scenery and scenery of different locations! Every corner of your small northern town is overflowing with wonders of nature and history!
MEET outstanding game characters and hear their compelling stories during your journey from one city to another! The Wild Lands of Alaska hide many exciting adventures. Enjoy the best Klondike simulator! Klondike Adventures for Android Screenshots Download and install Klondike Adventures APK on Android
In others to have a sleek experience, it is important to know how to use the APk or Apk MOD file once you have downloaded it on your device. APK files are raw files of the Android app, similar to how .exe is designed for Windows. APK means Android Kit Package (APK for short). This is the package format Used by the
Android operating system for distribution and mobile apps. In 4 simple steps, I'll show you how to use Klondike Adventures.apk on your phone as soon as you've done its download. Step 1: Download Klondike Adventures.apk on your device You can do it right now using any of our download mirrors below. Its 99%
guaranteed to work. If you're uploading an apk to your computer, make sure to move it to an android device. Step 2: Allow third-party apps on your device. To install Klondike Adventures.apk, you need to make sure that third-party applications are being included as the source of the installation. Just go to the menu for the
security settings and check unknown sources to allow your phone to install apps from sources other than the Google Play Store. On Android 8.0 Oreo, instead of checking the global setting to allow installation from unknown sources, you will be asked to allow your browser or file manager to install APKs on the first
attempt to do so. Step 3: Goto Your File Manager or Browser Location Now you will need to find a clondik Adventures.apk file that you just downloaded. If you prefer, you can also download the file manager app here, so you can easily find files on your Android device. Once you've found the Klondike Adventures.apk file,
click on it and it will start a normal installation process. Click Yes when asked for anything. However, be sure to read everything on the hint screen. Step 4: Enjoy Klondike Adventures now installed on your device. Enjoy! Are APK files safe? Ignore any rumors or site that says otherwise. APK files are usually as secure as
the .exe Windows PC file, hence the most important thing to note is that you should always download it from trusted sites. You usually don't have anything to worry about as we have provided some of the safest sites in our Apk download mirrors below. Thanks for reading this tutorial. Download the app below! Klondike
Adventures v1.53.4 APK Download Mirrors What's New in Klondike Adventures v1.53.4 Release Date: 2019-12-07 Current version: 1.53.4 File size: 184.49 MB Developer: VIOR APPS CORP. Compatibility: IOS 9.0.2 or later required. or Android KitKat 4.4, Lollipop 5.0, Marshmallow 6.0, Nougat 7.0, Oreo 8.0, Android P
9.0 or later Journey during the Gold Rush with Klondike Adventures! Explore the wild territory of Alaska along with the valiant Kate and the adventures of the savvy Paul. Build a strong and prosperous city in these vast cold lands! Klondike's world is full of exciting expeditions, hidden treasures, great opportunities and
challenging quests! - Welcome to the era of the gold rush! Go on expeditions and become a real adventurer. - Full of challenging and at the same time pleasant quests! Help researchers Kate and Paul unravel the mysteries of the locals. - Turn a desert station into a thriving city! Build factories, extract resources and
create everything you need for expeditions and quests. - Start your own farm in Raise the animals and harvest to make food and clothing for yourself and trade with the locals. - Enjoy breathtaking scenery and scenery! Every corner is full of wonders and mysteries! - Meet the outstanding characters and hear their
compelling stories during your travels! The wild lands of Alaska have many secrets and exciting adventures. Play Klondike Adventures Now and enjoy the Gold Rush experience! Terms of use: Apk Mirror 1: : Download APK Welcome to the Ultimate Farm and City Simulator! EXPLORE Wild Territories of Alaska along
with the valiant Kate and the adventurous savvy Paul. Build a strong and thriving farm and city in the wild. This simulator game has it all!
BUILD a thriving city with factories and farms, mines for resources and crafts are all you need for travel, quests, new buildings and orders from locals dropping on your town.
FARM simulation in the wild! Raise the animals and harvest crops, make food for yourself and trade. COMPETE with neighboring farm owners - take as many ships and farm orders as you can during time-lapse events held among all the players in the simulation game! ✅ unlock challenging quests! Help explorers Kate
and Paul solve mysteries and build ancient ruins in every town or village they travel to. PLAY fun mini-games on your farm and elsewhere! ENJOY breathtaking scenery and scenery of different locations! Every corner of your small northern town is overflowing with wonders of nature and history!
MEET
outstanding game characters and hear their compelling stories during your journey from one city to another! The Wild Lands of Alaska hide many exciting adventures. Enjoy the best Klondike simulator! shopping in mazes, costume party, marathon, and the final part of Chapter 12.MAZES- Octopuss dragged chests
of pearls to the bottom! Hurry to the submarine! HALLOWEEN- Costume party, magic show, and delicious snacks! You're invited, too! DREAM REALM- The Dreamer is already waiting for our heroes in his dungeon. Come with us, it's always better together! AUTUMN MARATHON- Who will collect more chests and
become the owner of a new energy source? We'll find out very soon! The first autumn marathon, the next part of Chapter 12, and the professor's experiments in Azure Cave:MARATHON - Complete more contracts and be it this season! The winners will get a new source of energy. DREAM SOURCE- Sometimes to find
a way out, you have to go back to the very beginning. Wrap the heat: Chapter 12 can give a cold shoulder... AZURE CAVE- Professor is on the verge of another discovery! Visit him for tea and take part in his experiments! First fall marathon, next part of Chapter 12, and Professor's experiments in Azure Complete more
contracts and be the leader of the first competition this season! The winners will get a new source of energy. DREAM SOURCE- Sometimes to find a way out, you have to go back to the very beginning. Wrap the heat: Chapter 12 can give a cold shoulder... AZURE CAVE- Professor is on the verge of another discovery!
Visit him for tea and take part in his experiments! Celebrating our birthday, exploring the pearl mazes, trading in a basket, and going out to Stone Haven.VI'ZOR BIRTHDAY- Don't miss the surprises we've prepared to celebrate our holiday! MASES- How many labyrinths will you conquer this time? A new Scandinavian
energy source is at stake. CART- Make a fortune selling plywood and ceramic tiles! STONE HAVEN- Set to search for a mirror that provides wishes. Find out what our heroes want! Raspberry Grove, Marathon and Tomato Cottage! RASPBERRY GROVE- Wandering around dreams can be dangerous! Follow the fluffy
tail to stay on track and learn how Chapter 12 ends! MARATHON- If you drink orange juice in the morning, you'll be full of energy all day long. The winners of our marathon will have the opportunity to prove this theory using their new juicer! TOMATO COTTAGE - Start producing natural ketchup and enjoy grilled meat in
tomato sauce! Get ready for a surge of energy! Raspberry Grove, Marathon and Tomato Cottage! RASPBERRY GROVE- Wandering around dreams can be dangerous! Follow the fluffy tail to stay on track and learn how Chapter 12 ends! MARATHON- If you drink orange juice in the morning, you'll be full of energy all day
long. The winners of our marathon will have the opportunity to prove this theory using their new juicer! TOMATO COTTAGE - Start producing natural ketchup and enjoy grilled meat in tomato sauce! Get ready for a surge of energy! We will celebrate Independence Day by testing happy Bullet, building a pyramid and
decorating the park! GABRIELA'S PARK - It's time to bring jewelry from the vault! Decorate the park and get rewards! WIND LAND- Talent show, special grilled treats, fireworks and a real masterpiece to take home! LUCKY BULLET - Learn the secret of experienced hunters! STONE PYRAMID- Can stones turn into a
bunch of gifts? Check it out for yourself! Go to the Silver Mines and travel through your dreams! SILVER MINES- Changing course: Silver is the new gold! Go to the mines with Paul and Kate! - Missed inventions? The bronze wheel is already on sale! Chapter 12 CONTINUED AND MARATHON: - Take a walk through
your dreams with Silent Shadow and look for clues from the past! - Collect all the chests on your way in our revamped marathon! Go to the Silver Mines and travel through your dreams! SILVER MINES- Changing course: Silver is the new gold! Go to the mines with Paul and Kate! - Missed inventions? Bronze already on
sale! Chapter 12 CONTINUED AND MARATHON: - Wander through your dreams with Silent Shadow and look for clues from the past! - past!- All the chests are on your way in our revamped marathon! Wagon with orders, fight with Kraken and endless mazes: you won't be bored this spring! WAGON-Wagon with orders
is on the way! New orders, new awards and new competitions! KRAKEN CAVE- Go to the excavation with an archaeologist! But be prepared: you can meet Kraken ... PEARL MAZES- No one knows for sure how many mazes are hidden in the waters of Klondike. Beat other treasure hunters and get rewarded with a stock
of fruit ice cream! The beginning of a new chapter and spring marathon! River of Dreams - The Mystical Beginning of Chapter 12: Dark Forces Are Hiding in a Fog... Marathon - Cheese tasting for marathon winners. Kate's birthday and Easter contest! Island sweets - Kate's birthday: Cat friends will help make the most
delicious cake; Spring Festival - Easter egg rolling competition in Klondike: be careful with the professor's inventions. St. Patrick's Day and the fishing festival! Do you believe in luck? Go in search of a four-leaf clover, but keep your eyes open: Lepercons set traps! The fishing festival and the new mini-game-fishing
professionals look forward to this tournament all year round: a special gear box at stake! Beginners are advised to subscribe to Ruby the Fisherwoman lessons! - Save the fish checks earned in the mini-game and exchange them for useful items in the store! Welcome spring with Klondike! Celebrating Valentine's Day, a
journey through pearl mazes, a marathon and a treasure hunt. CUPID PARK-Amur will reveal the secrets of his work and tell you the most romantic story about love. MASES - The winners of the first mazes of the year will receive both fame and a table of energy treats! MARATHON - Complete as many orders as
possible and get a new guaranteed energy source: grill! TREASURY- Chapter 11 is coming to an end, so it's time to find out how much our heroes will pay for pirate gold! The holidays are not over yet! After all, according to the lunar calendar, the New Year is not yet hired! So it's time to go to a real lantern festival!
DRAGON VALLEY- Meet the charming Xiao family-Try traditional treats and set off fireworks - Get new energy and fire in the new land of LANTERN FESTIVAL- Participating in the first sky lantern launch competition and set a new Klondike-Earning points record and double your reward with a premium pass! The holidays
are not over yet! After all, according to the lunar calendar, the New Year is not yet hired! So it's time to go to a real lantern festival! DRAGON VALLEY- Meet the charming Xiao family-Try traditional treats and set off fireworks - Get new energy and fire in the new land of LANTERN FESTIVAL- Participating in the first sky
lantern launch competition and set a new Klondike-Earning points record and double your reward with a premium pass! Christmas Adventures Collecting festive awards: hot chocolate and Christmas sweets, Christmas Christmas with gifts, new icons and more! WINTER TALE- Someone stole Christmas! Journey into a
real winter fairy tale and return the stolen holiday Dawson! CHRISTMAS MAZES- What could be cooler than chasing through mazes? Only in search of gifts in snowdrifts! CHRISTMAS SQUARE - Set a holiday table, make a snowman, and meet a fox on New Year's Eve! In the following updates you will find: an
extraordinary Halloween attraction from Sir Cheney, more mazes and a third autumn marathon! - Pass the courage test at Cheney's mansion, meet the cute ghost and celebrate Halloween with the Klondike family! Spooky Exploration starts October 23.- Explore mazes and get a valuable prize! The event starts on
November 6. - The third autumn marathon is coming soon! The bravest diggers will get a good reward! The marathon starts on November 14. In the following updates you will find: shooting the first film in Klondike, fishing season in mazes, the second autumn marathon and the continuation of Chapter 11. - Director Larry
is making the first big film in Klondike! We need volunteers! - October 8th salmon season starts in mazes, so take your fishing gear! - The new marathon starts on October 16: reach the top and win the leader's badge! - Chapter 11 continues in Pearlmoon: witness the start of a family business. Don't miss the mazes,
Goldberry Caves and New Port.- Fishing in Klondike? Grab your gear and conquer the new labyrinths! - Sweets lovers should take part in the new marathon: the main prize is a chocolate fountain with strawberries! The event begins on September 19.- Chapter 10 ends: who will escape the World of Gold, and who will
stay there forever? Find out at Goldberry Caves.- Bad news arrives from Captain Flint in New Port... What awaits our heroes in the future? Find out in Chapter 11. Travel, competitions and gifts await you in future updates! ACHIEVEMENT BADGES- Add individuality to your farm: complete tasks and earn achievement
badges! MARATHON- Sweet teeth should participate! Honey and cream for everyone! TRENTON - Restore Trenton, the first settlement of diggers. ACADEMY-Professor begins grandiose construction of the Academy! Crocodiles may be against it though... HOLIDAY SURPRISE - A piece of cake and gifts to all guests!
Can you find a way out of the labyrinths with your eyes closed? What if you have an octopus on your way? Get ready for the submarine and enjoy new adventures! Compete for the title of fastest Klondiker in the second Summer Marathon. Let's start on July 24! Go to Palmeri, the famous city of jewelers, and find the
missing people in the mines of Salmore. Permanent land is available from July 24. Construction of the Green Hills Railway will begin on June 25. Help the townspeople get to the famous Hampton Fair and get the Locomotive as a reward from Mayor.Don't miss the festive opening of the Hamptons Fair on July 2!
carousels, delicious tasty and a romantic picnic waiting for you! We invite the fastest and most agile residents of Klondike to take part in the festive marathon! There are rumors that the winner will get the Bald Eagle! Construction of the Green Hills Railway will begin on June 25. Help the townspeople get to the famous
Hampton Fair and get the Locomotive as a reward from Mayor.Don't miss the festive opening of the Hamptons Fair on July 2! Funny carousels, tasty treats and a romantic picnic await you! We invite the fastest and most agile residents of Klondike to take part in the festive marathon! There are rumors that the winner will
get the Bald Eagle! Twilight forest is full of mysteries and mysteries! Help the lost people find their way home! There won't be any time to sleep! The event starts on May 15! Twilight forest is full of mysteries and mysteries! Help the lost people find their way home! There won't be any time to sleep! The event starts on May
15! Klondike celebrates his first birthday from April 4 to April 7! Get ready for the incredible holiday surprises and new adventures in Pearl Mazes.Traveling by submarine will be available from April 3.Find a map and explore as many mysterious mazes as possible. Don't forget to buy the goods in the temporary store! The
best researchers will receive the most valuable awards! What do the lower levels of the golden pyramid hide? And why did the Guardians leave the world that brought them so much wealth? Answers await you at the level of residential and among the sources of unique essence. Discover the main story of Klondike. The

event starts on March 21! Smooth, fast game due to bug fixes and improved stability. Kate's fairy, King Paul, and four leprechauns, led by the captain ... That's how the fun Emeraldo game starts! Roll the bones, choose a costume and explore the amazing world of leprechauns, magic boots and lost treasures! New
adventures begin on February 27! Set off on an exciting adventure to the shores of Brazil and take part in the famous carnival! Take a few samba lessons at dance school and try the local cuisine! Don't forget to take a picture as a keepsake! The long-awaited journey through the World of Gold begins! The secrets of the
giant pyramid and the Meditation Hall await you. Find out where all the inhabitants of the beautiful world have gone and how the Traders ended up in Klondike! - Klondike is getting ready to celebrate Valentine's Day! - On Valentine's Day went to a mysterious garden, shrouded in ancient legends of true love and help
Silent Shadow arrange an unforgettable holiday! - Enjoy your favorite snacks, incredible scientific discoveries and romantic works of art! - Preparations begin on February 4. Treasure hunt in Pearl Caves begins on January 24! Explore the stone labyrinths hidden by the icy waters of the Northern Lakes and become the
best gem Klondike! Smooth, fast game due to bug fixes and improved stability. The new winter marathon in Klondike, dog sledding race, starts on January 9! It is packed with snow drifts, high speed, and rivals who want to beat you! Don't hold back! Only the fastest will receive the prize! The new winter marathon in
Klondike, dog sledding race, starts on January 9! It is packed with snow drifts, high speed, and rivals who want to beat you! Don't hold back! Only the fastest will receive the prize! Celebrate Christmas and New Year with your favorite Klondike characters! Ginger treats, amazing gifts and fun winter games await you in this
December.Enjoy snowball fights, decorate the Christmas tree and prove that you are the best Santa.It will be fun! Celebrate Christmas and New Year with your favorite Klondike characters! Ginger treats, amazing gifts and fun winter games await you in this December.Enjoy snowball fights, decorate the Christmas tree
and prove that you are the best Santa.It will be fun! Continue exploring the ancient legends of Klondike! Some of them will lead you to the forbidding walls of Stonegard, a castle set in the rocks! Others will hang you in the grotto, which for centuries hid the secret of the Rosewood! It's Thanksgiving and the doctor invites
friends to gather around the Holiday Table! Enjoy fun tasks, warm company and delicious treats at Maizefield.Fill Cornukopia with autumn gifts to get a bunch of amazing prizes during the holiday! Autumn marathon starts in Klondike! Prove that you are the best gold digger in these cold lands and win the grand prize! The
event will start on November 5 at 00:00 Moscow time. The adventure continues! Will travelers solve the mystery of Storm Canyon? Will they continue their journey even after luck has given up on them?.. Cloud bridges and fog ahead: what secret are they hiding? Halloween in Cupcake Town starts on October 19! Solve
the mysteries together with the mayor of the city and the archaeologist and win the famous statue of Cupcake! You are waiting for sweets, gifts, treasure hunt and a lot of new jewelry. Don't forget to try the local cupcakes, they are delicious. Halloween in Cupcake Town starts on October 19! Solve the mysteries together
with the mayor of the city and the archaeologist and win the famous statue of Cupcake! You are waiting for sweets, gifts, treasure hunt and a lot of new jewelry. Don't forget to try the local cupcakes, they are delicious. Smooth, fast game due to bug fixes and improved stability. All The Klondike Roads Lead to Storm
Canyon! The main mystery is almost solved! Get ready for Heather Forest's thickets and exciting ride in a mountain trolley through an abandoned mine in Southern Reach.The journey will lead you to another dangerous crossing over the cliffs and encounters that will change everything. Changes at the home station! Now
you can build a packing house to pack to deliver it in large batches. Klondike was gripped by a new wave of Gold Rush! Become a true prospector: head to the banks of the Yukon River and be the first to learn about the amazing new discovery. Silent Shadow, along with other Eskimos in a hurry to help Dawson's supply
chief with Tigroid Gold Mining. Smooth, fast game due to bug fixes and improved stability. A dangerous adventure to uncover the big secret Of Klondike continues. On your way to Storm Canyon explore the wild waters of Cold Lake.Find what scares local gold miners and reach the mysterious lighthouse on top of the
plateau. Kate continues her journey through the wild lands of Klondike! Alderra will welcome you to a majestic temple, rivers of boiling lava and Inuit tribes. Help Kate explore Machaon and solve the mystery of an ancient ritual that will open the way to Storm Canyon. Paul and Kate conquer the Klondike Mountains! Three
new lands of Rockville, Rift and Grindey await you! Discover dangerous slopes, find great treasures and learn the secrets of ancient shamans. The expedition continues on the icy peaks of Klondike! Paul and Kate were caught in a blizzard. Help them to restore the weather station to wait out the storm and find out where
the bandits are going. Don't miss paul and Kate's long-awaited meeting in the Dungeons of the Temple of Light! Follow the mysterious strangers in Croonty Forest and find out where the ancient coins with the crown lead you. Go through the labyrinths of the Crowny mines and find a way out of the long stone tunnels.
The festive fair starts in Klondike! There's still a lot of work to do and guests are already waiting. Silent Shadow intends to help the Eskimos with the latest preparations! Paul continues to search for Kate in a new land: Scalp Area! Adventures continue in the new lands of Klondike! Help Kate as she explores the ruins of
Scalp, fights dangerous plants and meets an archaeologist. Learn the history of two worlds with Paul in the Ancient Cave. New Klondike trials await Kate! Enjoy a sleigh race, a wildlife rescue quest for Winmark, a trip to the city and a search for white gold. You will find four floors and twenty lands with great treasures.
Tests are available from Level 19. Smooth, fast game due to bug fixes and improved stability. New cute animals and beautiful land are waiting for you! - Explore the Hanbulat swamp and meet the Khan tribe! - Find out more about Kate's gold medallion! - Farm News: Make things out of wool in your own Spinnery and
grow cute pigs and geese!- The game is now available in Polish and Dutch! - Paul and Kate explore the new land expedition!- Silent Shadow goes to Sunlit Grove to take part in an ancient ritual! Smooth, fast game due to bug fixes and improved stability. Travel with Paul to a new place: Wallmond! - Explore the camp of
old diggers and find fuel for the hot Balloon! - Help the doctor get to his patient in time! - Explore the sweet shop! Solve delicious puzzles and get energy, XP and useful prizes. Three new lands to explore! - Went to Hairpin Turn and find out who the mysterious hunter is and what wild animals are hiding in the mountains!
- Uncover the secrets of Kate's past in the Forest Trail.- Go to the steppes of Arnica and ask the professor to help you build a balloon. Ball.
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